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When Freud received Vermilion Bird’s message, he immediately led his team to the Scar of Oblivion. 

There were still many advanced-ranked demons in the Forsaken Land who had been bringing their 

subordinates to apply to join Sun Never Sets. However, as the time had been too tight, Freud did not 

dare to continue delaying. He quickly brought over all the advanced-ranked demons that had already 

joined Sun Never Sets over. 

As for the next coming wave of advanced-ranked demons, he had given Du Lang full responsibility. 

In a short span of a month, the number of advanced-ranked demons in Sun Never Sets had almost 

recovered to its peak. Looking at the advanced-ranked demons that covered a large area, Qi Xia and the 

others were thrilled. 

With these advanced-ranked demons, it would no longer be a problem to take down the Broken Star 

Palace! 

Everyone was in a state of excitement, but Xiu’s expression did not change in the slightest. He quietly 

listened to Freud’s report without any joy. Instead, he asked in an extremely cold voice, “How many 

demons have undergone training?” 

Freud was stunned for a moment before he immediately said, “I have asked my former comrades to 

guide these demons. Even though they cannot completely replace their deceased comrades, there 

should not be too much of a difference in their skills. I have already instructed the veteran demons to 

mix with the fresh blood, so once the war starts, they can support each other.” 

Freud understood what Xiu was implying. These old troops of Sun Never Sets were personally trained by 

Xiu, and their fighting strength and tacit cooperation were naturally not comparable to ordinary 

advanced-ranked demons. However, the current situation did not allow these newly joined demons to 

undergo long-term training. He could only let the veterans lead the fresh recruits. Fortunately, the 

strength and toughness of these advanced-ranked demons were rather high. 

Xiu nodded and reluctantly accepted Freud’s arrangement. 

On the other hand, Tang Nazhi secretly complimented him. He still remembered the first time he met 

Freud, this advanced-ranked demon with the appearance of a young man gave him an extremely 

unreliable feeling. Not only was he sloppy, but he was also indecent all day long. However, under Xiu’s 

guidance, this demon gradually transformed into a general that could take care of the overall situation. 

Not only could he lead troops in battle, but he had also begun to think independently. 

It had to be known that Xiu did not have much time to teach Freud and the rest. They had only 

undergone a short period of training, but it had already achieved such an effect. It was really amazing. 

Tang Nazhi looked at Xiu with admiration. That was the power of the War God. 



No one in the world could compare to him. 

No matter how disobedient a good-for-nothing soldier was, they could be trained into a steel-like army 

that would make the enemy tremble in fear when they heard Xiu’s name. 

Once upon a time, Xiu led ten thousand gods and defeated millions of devil soldiers. Even until now, 

there was still a legend of him that spread around the world. Only after they had witnessed the effect of 

Xiu leading the army would they sigh that the rumors were true. 

If it were not for Xiu, the victory and defeat of the war between the gods and the devils would have 

undergone a tremendous change due to the huge disparity between their forces. 

“Where is the Lord?” Freud did not see Shen Yanxiao and could not help but be curious. Vermilion Bird 

had come with them but was summoned back by Shen Yanxiao the moment they entered the Scar of 

Oblivion. He thought he would see Shen Yanxiao here, but he did not expect to not even see her 

shadow. 

“Master is in those palaces.” Taotie pointed to the seven palaces not far away. 

“Master said that you have to wait here for now.. She will send out a signal later and that’s when you 

can attack.” 
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Within the Broken Star Palace, Shen Yanxiao crouched in Ah-Qi’s room and looked at the speechless 

Vermilion Bird standing before her. 

“You… can you be any more daring!!” Vermilion Bird looked at Shen Yanxiao in shock. He originally 

planned to bring Freud and the rest into the Scar of Oblivion to meet up with Shen Yanxiao. However, 

the moment he stepped into the Scar of Oblivion, Shen Yanxiao summoned him back into her body. And 

when he reappeared, he discovered… 

He had come to the enemy’s base camp! 

Crash! 

Did this damned woman even know what she was doing?! She was about to start a war with the Broken 

Star Palace, but she still dared to stay inside! 

If the Broken Star Palace were to discover this, they would chop her into mincemeat in minutes! 

Shen Yanxiao looked at the furious Vermilion Bird with a smile and reached out to stroke his head. She 

said in a kind tone, “I still have that bit of confidence. Don’t be too mad. I called you here to create a 

surprise for the Broken Star Palace.” 

Vermilion Bird snorted. He crossed his arms arrogantly and glared at Shen Yanxiao with dissatisfaction. 



“Can you behave yourself? Freud has brought more than twenty thousand advanced-ranked demons 

into the Scar of Oblivion. Even if you do nothing, you can flatten the Broken Star Palace.” Sometimes, 

Vermilion Bird wished he could pry open his heartless master’s head and take a good look at the 

structure of her brain. 

“More than twenty thousand advanced-ranked demons?” Shen Yanxiao was stunned. She remembered 

that when she set off from Sun Never Sets, there were only about ten thousand advanced-ranked 

demons in the city. Even if she were to include the advanced-ranked demons in the other cities under 

her command, it would only barely exceed ten thousand. How come the number had doubled in just a 

few days? 

Even if it was raw, it was not that fast! 

“Your reputation has been pretty good recently. Recently, those advanced-ranked demons that resided 

in various places had all brought their families to seek refuge with you. Their dowry had even been 

prepared. Right now, two-thirds of the cities in the Forsaken Land are under your name.” Vermilion Bird 

snorted. 

“…” Shen Yanxiao was speechless. 

She merely left the city to cause trouble for the Broken Star Palace. Why did such a huge change happen 

in the Forsaken Land? 

It was hard to digest the fact that so many advanced-ranked demons had come with their ‘dowry’. 

“There are still some advanced-ranked demons who are applying for admission. However, the Sun Never 

Sets has been flooded with demons recently and the underground city can no longer accommodate any 

more demons. Du Lang is waiting for you to return so that he can discuss with you about the expansion 

of the underground city.” Vermilion Bird touched his chin. When he went back to report, he saw batches 

and batches of demons who had decided to camp outside the city gates because they could not enter 

the city. There were tens of thousands of advanced-ranked demons, hundreds of thousands of 

intermediate-ranked demons, and countless low-ranked demons that surrounded the Sun Never Sets 

like a swarm of locusts. It was a spectacular scene! 

“…” Shen Yanxiao facepalmed. This piece of exciting news made her speechless. 

The war had even brought about benefits. 

Shen Yanxiao’s two exciting wars in the Forsaken Land had not only won her the hearts of humans, but 

also the demon’s approval. The advanced-ranked demons, who had been indecisive before, were now 

willing to submit to this Lord. 

At this point, Shen Yanxiao had already controlled most of the demons in the Forsaken Land. As for the 

rest, it was not that they did not want to surrender, but they were still queuing up to surrender… 
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The news brought by Vermilion Bird caused Shen Yanxiao to look dazed. She could almost imagine how 

crowded Sun Never Sets was right now. 

“Well, I will return after I have resolved the matter with the Broken Star Palace.” Shen Yanxiao cleared 

her throat. The news was shocking, but she had not forgotten the purpose of her trip. 

“Speaking of which, what surprise do you intend to give the Broken Star Palace?” Vermilion Bird raised 

his eyebrows. He was almost accustomed to Shen Yanxiao’s unconventional behavior. 

Even if Shen Yanxiao said that she wanted to strip everyone in the Broken Star Palace, he would not be 

surprised. 

Vermilion Bird’s thoughts were getting more and more impure. How could an innocent and good girl like 

Shen Yanxiao, who had just undergone Lord Xiu’s “lessons”, possibly do something so immoral? 

“Follow me and you’ll know.” Shen Yanxiao pretended to be secretive as she hooked her fingers at 

Vermilion Bird, as if she was trying to lure him in. 

Vermilion Bird furrowed his brows and reminded, “The Broken Star Palace has a special array that 

targets magical beasts like us. If you wish to go all out, I advise you not to place your hopes on me.” Even 

though he did not wish to admit that his hands were tied in front of the Broken Star Palace, he did not 

wish for Shen Yanxiao to fall into danger due to her wrong judgment. 

“I’m not that stupid. Return to my body first. You can attack when I tell you to.” Shen Yanxiao gave 

Vermilion Bird a slap and forcefully recalled him back into her body. 

Putting on the signature black cloak of the Broken Star Palace, Shen Yanxiao walked towards the 

underground laboratory in the hall with a bellyful of evil tricks. 

In the laboratory, Sage Lin was still extracting battle aura and magic from the two Second-Class Experts 

who had been sent over a few days ago. Shen Yanxiao’s arrival did not attract his attention. 

In the eyes of the other members of the Broken Star Palace, Ah-Qi, who was only a thin line away from 

turning into dregs, was simply a dispensable existence. Many of them believed that Ah-Qi would soon 

become a test subject in their hands with the Palace Master’s recent policy to increase the amount of 

medicinal pills getting extracted. 

Shen Yanxiao, who was ignored, walked calmly in the laboratory. She looked at the huge furnace. The 

size of the furnace was almost comparable to a large high-level magical beast. The top of the furnace 

even reached the ceiling of the laboratory. To wrap around the giant furnace, dozens of men would have 

to form a circle with their hands together, even then they might not even be able to hug it. 

Within the furnace, there was a strange blue flame burning. This flame was the key to the Broken Star 

Palace’s experiments. The magic and battle aura extracted would combine with other potions and be 

placed in the furnace to be refined into a pill. 

According to Luo Ke’s informative boasts, Shen Yanxiao knew that the blue flame was not afraid of wind 

nor water. As long as there was air, it could burn indefinitely. The only thing that could control the 

spread of the flame was the balance iron used to build the furnace. 



However, this balance iron was extremely rare and not many could be found even in the Broken Star 

Palace. The remaining balance iron was used to build the seven pill furnaces in the laboratory beneath 

the seven palaces and not much more could be found. 

“Vermilion Bird, can your flames blast the furnace made of balance iron?” Shen Yanxiao concealed 

herself as her eyes flickered with a nasty glint. 

“Balance iron? There shouldn’t be a problem, I guess? My flame is fundamentally different from that 

cyan flame. What it fears, my flames will not..” Vermilion Bird answered through their spiritual 

connection. 
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“Alright, when I release you later, blast this broken furnace and immediately return to my body. I will 

then take you away.” Shen Yanxiao chuckled. Vermilion Bird’s answer was simply wonderful. 

Vermilion Bird was surprised. He did not know what that blue flame was, but he would follow Shen 

Yanxiao’s orders to a tee. 

Shen Yanxiao chose a concealed place and secretly released Vermilion Bird. Only those ‘dregs’ 

imprisoned in the iron prison could see this location. 

But it didn’t matter as those dregs had been made silly by the Broken Star Palace’s special potions. They 

could not even turn their eyes away, let alone leak the information. 

Vermilion Bird cooperatively retracted his transformation and soundlessly appeared in a corner of the 

laboratory. 

Following Shen Yanxiao’s gaze, Vermilion Bird immediately pressed his palms together and a small flame 

condensed between his palms. The flame bullet was extremely tiny but the power it radiated was 

extremely powerful. In order to prevent anyone from noticing his actions, Vermilion Bird tried his best 

to suppress his flames to the extreme! 

The instant Vermilion Bird spread his arms, the concentrated flame bullet shot towards the huge furnace 

at lightning speed. 

It was so fast that no one had time to react. 

A loud explosion sound echoed in the sealed laboratory. The seemingly sturdy furnace was instantly 

covered by huge flames and cracks covered the entire furnace at an extremely fast speed. 

“What’s going on?” The loud noise caused the other people in the laboratory to be startled. Sage Lin 

looked for the source of the noise in surprise and saw the furnace that was originally standing upright in 

the laboratory turning into pieces of broken metal that fell to the ground. 

The moment the red flame destroyed the furnace, it extinguished. The cyan flame that broke free from 

its binds swept across the entire laboratory. 



The air in the laboratory had become the perfect reagent for the cyan flames to spread. In an instant, 

the cyan flames quickly devoured several members of the Broken Star Palace. 

Those members did not even have the time to make a sound. The instant they were enveloped by the 

cyan flames, they turned into a wisp of smoke and disappeared without a trace. Not even their bones 

were left. 

“So violent!” Shen Yanxiao, who was hiding in a corner, was speechless. The destructive power of this 

cyan flame was too savage! 

“Why did the furnace explode!?” Sage Lin was dumbstruck as he looked at the scene before him. His 

complexion turned deathly pale in an instant. No one knew better than him how terrifying the cyan 

flames were. The flames that could evaporate the battle aura and magic in an expert’s body with just 

lick was simply a nightmare for all experts! 

The entire laboratory was in a mess and the cyan flames devoured everything it could devour. 

With the exception of the balance iron scattered on the ground, everything touched by the cyan flames 

instantly turned into dust. The people crowded in the laboratory fled in all directions, screaming. 

However, how could their speed be faster than the spread of the flames? 

In the blink of an eye, more than half of the members of the Broken Star Palace were devoured by the 

cyan flames. They did not even have the chance to struggle.. The evaporated magic and battle aura 

flickered with light and hovered above the ceiling like mist. 
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The shrill screams were like music to Shen Yanxiao’s ears. She summoned Vermilion Bird back into her 

body, and as she looked at the members of the Broken Star Palace who had been pushed to the edge by 

the cyan flames, a ruthless smile surfaced on her face. 

“Little kid, you still want to torture me? Watch how I toy you to death.” Shen Yanxiao sneered. She 

drank a bottle of potion made by Great Herbalist and ran out of the passage like the wind. 

The moment she left the passageway, Shen Yanxiao turned around and looked at the wall that 

immediately closed. She suddenly raised her hand and fiercely punched the switch on the wall, 

shattering it into pieces. 

The hard gravel left a trail of blood on Shen Yanxiao’s fist, but she did not feel any pain. Her heart was 

filled with the thrill of revenge. 

Destroying the switch was tantamount to ending the lives of everyone in the laboratory. This grave Shen 

Yanxiao had personally built was for those people to be buried underground forever. 

Shen Yanxiao did not allow the cyan flame to spread throughout the entire palace because it would 

spread infinitely once it came into contact with air. If the flames were to completely spread throughout 



the Scar of Oblivion, it would probably cause a huge disaster. Perhaps the flame could burn all the way 

to the Forsaken Land and that would be a huge loss. 

After the underground laboratory was sealed, the cyan flame only extinguished after the oxygen inside 

was completely burnt. 

But before that, the evil members of the Broken Star Palace would stay there forever to experience the 

thrill of death! 

“Where one should I go next?” Shen Yanxiao turned around and removed her disguise. A black cloak 

covered her petite figure. She pulled up her hood and concealed herself in the cloak while her pair of 

eyes flickered with determination, coldness and killing intent. 

This was merely an appetizer and the feast was yet to come. Broken Star Palace, enjoy the music of 

destruction I have brought to you! 

When Shen Yanxiao wanted to attack, no one in the Broken Star Palace could stop her. She had utilized 

her stealth and concealment skills to the extreme. 

So what if there were many experts in the Broken Star Palace? Relying on the Moonlight Necklace that 

concealed her aura, Shen Yanxiao utilized the most exquisite skills of a thief god and played songs from 

hell in the laboratories under the seven palaces. 

Burn, destroy, and bury. The laboratories that rarely people went to determined Shen Yanxiao’s 

advantage. 

The sealed laboratories and the destroyed switch were not discovered until half an hour later. 

However, it was too late. 

For fear of someone intruding the laboratories, the Broken Star Palace had specially used ten tons of 

diamond to conceal the entry. Without a switch, it would take at least an hour to destroy the diamond 

blockage even if they bombarded it with magical cannons. 

And that one hour was enough for the cyan flames in the laboratory to devour everything! 

The seven laboratories were attacked in succession, causing a huge commotion in the Broken Star 

Palace. Countless Dages were invited to destroy the diamond blockage that blocked the doors of the 

laboratories. 

Just as the entire Broken Star Palace was in a state of chaos, a petite figure leisurely left. The black cloak 

was pulled away after she got a hundred meters away from the Broken Star Palace. 

Shen Yanxiao had her back to the Broken Star Palace. Amid the endless tells, she walked toward the 

demon army that had gathered not far away. 

“We pay our respects to the Lord!” Tens of thousands of demons knelt on one knee and greeted their 

commander with the most devout gaze! 
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The army had arrived, and a great war was about to break out. 

This time, it was Shen Yanxiao who started the war and she would be the one to lead! 

“Only the demons and us will be participating in this war. Vermilion Bird and the other mythical beasts 

are not allowed to participate.” Shen Yanxiao had yet to find out where the Broken Star Palace’s array 

for dealing with magical beasts was. But even so, she had nothing to worry about. 

She had more than twenty thousand advanced-ranked demons and Xiu, the War God, as her backup. 

She had just set a fire in the Broken Star Palace, leaving it in a complete mess. The people in the 

laboratories were all elites of the Broken Star Palace, and Shen Yanxiao had just eliminated hundreds of 

experts without spilling a single drop of blood. 

“Yes.” It was rare that Vermilion Bird did not act like a tsundere and listened to her orders. 

“Speaking of which, Xiaoxiao, what have you gained after staying in the Broken Star Palace for the past 

few days?” Tang Nazhi’s eyes were filled with curiosity as he looked at Shen Yanxiao who had just 

returned. Shen Yanxiao had been staying in the Broken Star Palace for the past few days and rarely 

would she send news to Taotie. 

A nasty smile appeared on Shen Yanxiao’s face. She shrugged her shoulders and said, “Nothing much. I 

just learned a little about the Broken Star Palace and caused them some trouble.” 

Tang Nazhi looked at Shen Yanxiao in doubt. He did not think that the ‘little trouble’ Shen Yanxiao 

mentioned was a small matter. 

In the entire Brilliance Continent, she was probably the only one who could lurk in the Broken Star 

Palace for such a long time. 

“What trouble? Tell me about it.” Qi Xia was also curious. 

Shen Yanxiao casually said, “I found the laboratories they used to transfer battle aura and magic. After I 

summoned Vermilion Bird, I set fire in their labs. I reckon that before those people could escape, they 

would all be burnt to death.” 

Shen Yanxiao’s words shocked Tang Nazhi and the rest. 

That was really… a small matter! 

Nevermind going to the Broken Star Palace for several days, she had even caused a scene in their 

laboratories before she left. Just by thinking about it, they knew how chaotic the Broken Star Palace was 

right now. 

The laboratories of the Broken Star Palace were definitely not an easy place to enter. Not only did this 

little girl enter the top-secret lab, but she had also wreaked havoc inside. It was simply admirable. 

Hearing the girl’s tone, it was as if she had just burned a few ants. 

If the people from the Broken Star Palace were to hear her, wouldn’t they vomit blood from anger? 



“This is merely an appetizer, so you have to put on a good show.” Shen Yanxiao did not feel that her 

actions were crazy. If not for the fact that she was afraid that the cyan flames would be hard to control, 

she would have used those flames to burn the entire Broken Star Palace into ashes. 

“Tsk tsk, savage, too savage. You’ve killed so many by yourself. If we don’t work hard, wouldn’t we be 

looked down upon?” Tang Nazhi sighed. The people Shen Yanxiao had killed were not ordinary people. 

All of them were elites of the Broken Star Palace! They were at least Second-Class Experts! 

“Ha, without Ah Yu here, you have to be careful,” Shen Yanxiao smiled and said. 

There was not a single priest in their team, so they had to rely on themselves for all the battles. 

“Rest assured, we will not disappoint you.” Tang Nazhi smiled confidently. 

Shen Yanxiao nodded and looked at the silent Xiu.. She knew that even though he did not say much, he 

had been silently supporting her. 
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Within the Broken Star Palace, everything was a mess. Sage Feng led hundreds of members to stand 

before the sealed laboratory, and his expression was as black as the bottom of a pot. 

“What exactly happened?!” Sage Feng roared. 

“We… we don’t know either.” The people on one side looked at the situation in horror. The seven 

laboratories of the Broken Star Palace had suffered from an inexplicable attack. All the passages had 

been sealed and the mechanisms had been completely destroyed. It was impossible for them to break 

the diamond blockage in less than half an hour. 

Sage Feng’s expression was gloomy. The seven laboratories had been attacked one after another and 

the interval between each attack did not exceed five minutes. During this period of time, not to mention 

a large-scale attack, even if he were to move at full speed, it would take him around three minutes to 

arrive at another laboratory from one laboratory. However, the difference of five minutes had caused 

the doors to be sealed. 

They could not enter and the people in the laboratory could not come out. They had no idea what had 

happened inside. 

“Continue with the bombardment. We must rescue the people inside as soon as possible.” Sage Feng’s 

heart bled. The people in the laboratory were all top-notch experts of the Broken Star Palace. Not only 

were they powerful, but they were also very skilled in the transfer technique. If anything were to 

happen to them, then the Broken Star Palace’s losses would be incalculable. 

“Yes!” 

Hundreds of Archmagis and Great Archmagis began to bombard the diamond blockage at the entrance 

and the sounds of explosions echoed throughout the entire hall. 



Such a huge commotion had alarmed all the upper echelons of the Broken Star Palace. 

A white-haired old man walked to Sage Feng who was surrounded by a crowd. 

When everyone saw the old man, they revealed an expression filled with the greatest respect. After 

Sage Feng saw this old man, his complexion turned pale, and he hastily went forward and knelt on one 

knee. 

“Palace Master.” 

The old man in front of him was none other than one of the founders of the Broken Star Palace in its 

earliest days. He was a human expert that survived the war between gods and devils. He was already 

more than ten thousand years old and had exceeded the limits of human age. 

In the world of battle aura and magic, humans could increase their lifespan by increasing their strength. 

The lifespan of an ordinary person would at most be around a hundred years, but the lifespan of experts 

above the advanced level could be extended according to their strength. 

However, he himself was only a few thousand years old at most. There was no one else in the entire 

Brilliance Continent that was as old as the Palace Master of the Broken Star Palace. 

“How is the situation?” The Palace Master expressionlessly looked at Sage Feng who was drenched in 

cold sweat. 

“I have already arranged for our men to break the diamond blockage in all the seven laboratories. In… 

another ten minutes or so, we should be able to open the entrance.” Sage Feng was so nervous that he 

was about to tremble. No matter how respected and powerful he was in the eyes of others, he was 

merely an ant before the Palace Master. 

There were more than twenty human experts who founded the Broken Star Palace. After the baptism of 

the war between gods and devils, they had become indifferent to everything in the world. They avoided 

the secular world and built the Broken Star Palace in the Scar of Oblivion. 

As time passed, the original experts could avoid the call of Death, and the only one who survived was 

the current palace master.. The other members of the Broken Star Palace had been invited by the old 

man to join the organization when their talents were revealed. 
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No one knew how powerful the Palace Master was. When Sage Feng joined the Broken Star Palace, the 

Palace Master had already started his long period of seclusion training and would only appear 

occasionally. The various affairs of the Broken Star Palace were all handled by the few Sages. 

Sage Feng’s current strength had reached the peak of a Great Professional of the second class 

promotion, and he was only one step away from entering the Saint Profession. 



The Saint Profession was at the peak of the second class promotion and was only one step away from 

the Divine Profession. 

Among the many Sages in the Broken Star Palace, there were two who had successfully broken through 

to the Saint Profession. They were only second to the Palace Master. 

The strength of a Saint Professional was enough to contend against a holy magical beast. Other than the 

Divine Archmagus, they were at the peak of the six professions, and they were the group that stood at 

the peak of the Brilliance Continent. 

The Sages of the Broken Star Palace already had the strength of a Saint Professional. Therefore, no one 

knew how powerful the founder of the Broken Star Palace was. 

They only knew that the aura they sensed from the Palace Master was far more terrifying than those 

two Saint Professionals. 

“You have to be fast.” The Palace Master frowned. He was not satisfied with Sage Feng’s answer. 

“We will try our best to rescue the people inside.” Sage Feng secretly wiped his cold sweat. 

After more than ten minutes, the diamond blockage was finally smashed into pieces. However, the 

instant the diamond shattered, a heatwave surged out from the passageway and the boiling hot airflow 

directly burnt the few people who stood at the entrance. 

“What a high temperature!” Sage Feng was speechless as he cautiously looked at the palace master who 

had yet to leave. 

Heatwaves continuously surged out from the passageway and for a moment, no one dared to rashly 

enter the laboratory. 

An ominous premonition rose in everyone’s hearts. 

The heatwave lasted for five to six minutes before it subsided. When the temperature in the 

passageway was no longer as hot, Sage Feng led a team of men into the laboratory that had been sealed 

for nearly half an hour. 

However, when they walked into the laboratory, what they saw made them dumbstruck. 

The laboratory that was originally filled with various apparatus was now empty. Other than a few 

fragments of the balance iron scattered on the ground, nothing else could be found in the huge room. 

The walls that were buried deep underground were connected to the Scar of Oblivion. However, the 

walls that were piled up around the laboratory had disappeared without a trace and a large area of 

charred soil had solidified on the ground. 

The entire laboratory seemed to have been set on fire. 

“What… exactly happened here?” Sage Feng swallowed his saliva. The scene before him was beyond his 

comprehension. 

“It’s the smell of cyan flames.” The Palace Master had mysteriously entered this unrecognizable 

laboratory. He narrowed his eyes and sensed the lingering aura in the laboratory. Even though the 



flames had disappeared, there was still a faint smell in the air. The substance mixed in the air made 

one’s lungs ache as if they had been set on fire just by inhaling it. 

“Someone destroyed the furnace and used the cyan flames to burn everything here.” The Palace Master 

had a solemn expression. Other than the scent of the cyan smoke, there were also many drifting traces 

of battle aura and magic mixed in. Evidently, these powers came from those experts who had been 

evaporated by the flames. 

A laboratory with dozens of peak experts had been burnt to ashes in a short span of half an hour! 
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At that moment, even the expression of the unfathomable Palace Master turned ugly. 

“Go and investigate who did this.” The Palace Master lowered his voice, but one could clearly sense the 

anger beneath his calm expression. 

The seven laboratories had been destroyed. Not only were all the dregs and test subjects dead, but even 

the rare cyan flames had disappeared without a trace. 

The Palace Master was furious. 

He did not care about those dead test subjects. As long as he was willing, he could ask Ouyang Huanyu 

to nurture more talents that knew how to transfer battle aura and magic. With the dregs gone, there 

were still many Second-Class Experts in the Broken Star Palace. It was not a problem to grab some of 

them and use them as sacrifices. 

However, he had painstakingly obtained that cuan flame from Ouyang Huanyu. The real name of that 

flame was the Flames of the Netherworld. It was only formed when the God race and the Devil race 

perished at the same time before their souls dissipated. The Flames of the Netherworld originated from 

the war between gods and devils thousands of years ago. After countless battles, the God race was 

wiped out and the Devil race suffered heavy casualties. That was how the Flames of the Netherworld 

were formed. 

The Palace Master was well aware that it was impossible for him to find the Flames of the Netherworld 

after the God race was completely destroyed. 

This kind of unique item was destroyed in one go and that made him vomit blood. 

If Shen Yanxiao knew that the cyan flame was so powerful, she would not have sealed all the rooms. At 

the very least, she would have left some fire seeds for herself. 

Right now, all the remaining Flames of the Netherworld had been extinguished. Without the flames, the 

speed and purity of the transfer technique would be greatly reduced. 

It could be said that Shen Yanxiao’s actions had directly caused the Broken Star Palace’s future 

advancement to be greatly slowed down. 

However, none of this was known to her. 



The Palace Master’s anger spread to the people of the Broken Star Palace. They started to search for 

suspicious people like crazy. 

Unfortunately, they could not even find a single strand of hair. No one knew how this disaster came 

about. 

While everyone in the Broken Star Palace was busy looking for the culprit, Shen Yanxiao had led her 

demon army to the gates. 

The few teams of guards at the entrance of the Broken Star Palace were completely dumbstruck when 

they saw such a large army. They ran back to the palace and reported the news to the depressed Palace 

Master. 

“Someone intruded? Who is it?” The Palace Master sat on the throne in the main hall. The loss of the 

Flames of the Netherworld had angered him to no end. Now, there was actually an idiot who did not 

care about their life and dared to lead troops to attack the Broken Star Palace. They were simply 

courting death. 

“Reporting to the Palace Master, their leader… seems to be Shen Yanxiao.” 

“It’s her?” A trace of surprise appeared on the Palace Master’s face. Due to Ouyang Huanyu, everyone in 

the Broken Star Palace had seen Shen Yanxiao’s portrait, but the Palace Master did not think much of 

this young lady who was highly regarded by his partner. 

The reasons why they had taken action several times against, first, for the sake of the Broken Star Palace 

and second, for the sake of doing Ouyang Huanyu a favor. 

It could be said that until now, the Palace Master had never paid any attention to Shen Yanxiao. 

“Shen Yanxiao is approaching us with tens of thousands of demons.” The guard swallowed his saliva. 

Even though he was a Second-Class Expert, he had never seen such a large army of advanced-ranked 

demons.. 

Chapter 1660: Disaster (4) 

  

 

“Shen Yanxiao, are you trying to send yourself to death?” Sage Feng, who stood at the bottom of the 

hall, frowned. The Broken Star Palace had just experienced a disaster, and this little kid brought her 

troops to their doorsteps? 

Wasn’t the timing too coincidental? 

Sage Feng could not help but suspect if the destruction of the seven laboratories was related to Shen 

Yanxiao. 

However, he soon overturned his theory. 

Shen Yanxiao might be regarded as a top expert in the Brilliance Continent, but she was not worth 

mentioning when placed before the Broken Star Palace. Not to mention the unfathomable Palace 



Master, even those two Sages who had broken through to become Saint Professionals could easily kill 

her. 

Even if Shen Yanxiao had three heads and six arms, it was absolutely impossible for her to sneak into the 

Broken Star Palace without anyone knowing, much less knowing about the location of the seven 

laboratories. 

Unless she was not human! 

In a sense, Sage Feng was right. 

“Palace Master, Shen Yanxiao has repeatedly made things difficult for our Broken Star Palace. There is 

no need for you to continue to indulge her. Sir Ouyang merely said that he wants Shen Yanxiao’s life, so 

it is fine as long as we do not kill her.” Sage Long, who stood above Sage Feng, slowly spoke. He looked 

to be around fifty to sixty years old, but he was actually an old man over a thousand years old. He was 

also one of the people who broke through to become a Saint Professional in the Broken Star Palace. 

He rarely interfered in the affairs of the Broken Star Palace and had only heard of Shen Yanxiao. He was 

well aware that the Palace Master’s tolerance for Shen Yanxiao was in fact due to Ouyang Huanyu. 

A little kid dared to cause trouble in front of their Broken Star Palace just because she had some 

achievements. How ridiculous. 

The Palace Master furrowed his brows. The loss of the Flames of the Netherworld had caused his mood 

to hit rock bottom. Shen Yanxiao bringing her troops here at this time was touching his bottomline. 

“Ignorant brat, it’s time to teach you a lesson. Sage Long, you and Sage Yu, take your men and kill all the 

demons and humans Shen Yanxiao has brought with her and capture her.” The Palace Master sneered. 

He did not care about Shen Yanxiao’s strength. A trash like her did not even have the qualifications for 

him to attack. 

“Yes, I understand.” Sage Long and Sage Yu stepped forward with smiles in their eyes. 

As the supreme experts of the Broken Star Palace, they despised these ignorant pieces of trash. 

“Remember, just keep her alive. In any case, what Ouyang Huanyu wants is her body. As long as she is 

not dead, everything will be fine.” The Palace Master sneered. There was a road to heaven, but you 

chose to go to hell. 

Shen Yanxiao, how capable do you think you are? 

If not for Ouyang Huanyu, the Broken Star Palace would not have even spared you a glance! 

I will soon let you realize how foolish you are to oppose the Broken Star Palace. 

“Alright.” Sage Long and Sage Yu looked at each other and saw a trace of ruthlessness in each other’s 

eyes. 

Shen Yanxiao might not be a significant opponent in the face of the Broken Star Palace, but her physique 

that trained in both magic and battle aura made them salivate. If they could use the First Origin Pill that 

was extracted from Shen Yanxiao’s body, it would definitely be a great help to them. 



In any case, the Palace Master had already said that as long as she did not die, they could do as they 

pleased. 

The two Saint Professionals who received the order immediately led the people from the Broken Star 

Palace out to fight. 

 


